Multi-benefit trends point
to increased demand for
products that support
immune health
More consumers are looking for products that offer specific
benefits that meet their wellness demands, including:

ENERGY
Food, beverages and
supplements are worth
about $4.3 billion with
growth through 2022.1

STRESS
Four in ten consumers
are interested in
supplements for
anxiety or stress relief.2

SLEEP SUPPORT
Sleep supplements are
projected to grow by
nearly a third in 2020.3

These sought-after benefits align
with supporting immune health
60% of consumers have become more

45%

conscious about their immune health (as a
result of COVID).5

of consumers globally
have sought products
with added healthenhancing ingredients
since the pandemic.6

Consumers are looking for fortified foods,
beverages and supplements that offer
specific benefits to support their health.

HEALTHY AGING
70% of consumers
have made changes
to improve their health
as they age.4
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64% of consumers
say they will
continue to do so
once it has passed.7

Trending functional ingredients
Ingredients popular with consumers provide benefits that complement immune health.

Ashwagandha, associated
with anxiety reduction and
sleep support

Turmeric for
healthy aging

Using a blend of these and other ingredients
has enabled manufacturers to create multibenefit products that build on consumer
recognition and scientific support. But not all
ingredients are backed by the same level of
research validating efficacy.

Bilberry to promote
eye health

Yeast Beta glucan
for immune health

The portfolio of human clinical research demonstrating
Wellmune®’s efficacy has long made it a ‘hero ingredient’
for immune support, providing a highly effective way to
appeal to consumers:
In a clinical study published in the journal
Pediatrics, researchers found that young
children consuming follow-up formula
fortified with Wellmune also experienced
a significantly positive effect on immune
health compared to children who were
given an unfortified milk beverage.9

F or 69% of global consumers,
the COVID pandemic has
made them more attentive
to nutritional benefit claims.8

In a pilot study published in the journal
Nutrition, researchers reported that
Wellmune supports immune health in
older adults.10

In a clinical study published in the British
Journal of Nutrition, researchers found
that Wellmune significantly bolstered
immune response following an intense
exercise session.11

Multi-benefit products with Wellmune®

Some innovative formulation combinations:

Wellmune can easily be formulated into most food,
beverage and supplements products, either as the
sole immune health ingredient or in combination
with other ingredients.

•Ashwagandha
and Wellmune12
•Turmeric and
Wellmune13,14

•Natural fruits, vitamins,
minerals and Wellmune15
•Bilberry and Wellmune16

Learn more
Whether it’s the solo star, or a partner for other trending ingredients,
Wellmune helps manufacturers create the immune health products
consumers demand. Contact us to learn more.
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